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Abstract. Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) form as a consequence of the compression of the
solar wind at the interface between fast speed streams and slow streams. Dynamic interaction of
solar wind streams is a general feature of the heliospheric medium; when the sources of the solar
wind streams are relatively stable, the interaction regions form a pattern which corotates with the
Sun. The regions of origin of the high speed solar wind streams have been clearly identified as the
coronal holes with their open magnetic field structures. The origin of the slow speed solar wind is
less clear; slow streams may well originate from a range of coronal configurations adjacent to, or
above magnetically closed structures. This article addresses the coronal origin of the stable pattern
of solar wind streams which leads to the formation of CIRs. In particular, coronal models based
on photospheric measurements are reviewed; we also examine the observations of kinematic and
compositional solar wind features at 1 AU, their appearance in the stream interfaces (SIs) of CIRs,
and their relationship to the structure of the solar surface and the inner corona; finally we summarise
the Helios observations in the inner heliosphere of CIRs and their precursors to give a link between
the optical observations on their solar origin and the in-situ plasma observations at 1 AU after their
formation. The most important question that remains to be answered concerning the solar origin of
CIRs is related to the origin and morphology of the slow solar wind.
Space Science Reviews89: 141–178, 1999.
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1. Introduction
A. BALOGH, V. BOTHMER, R. KALLENBACH
The solar wind that pervades the heliosphere is the interplanetary extension of
the Sun’s outer atmosphere, the solar corona. It is now widely accepted that there
are two distinct kinds of solar wind emitted from the Sun, distinguished by their
different speeds, densities, elemental and isotopic composition, as well as their
kinetic and coronal freeze-in temperatures. Fast (typically> 600 km/s) solar wind
is known to be emitted from large coronal holes which have an open magnetic field
structure, although the acceleration mechanism remains uncertain. The coronal
origin of the slow solar wind (typically< 400 km/s) remains debated even though
it is well established that it is related to regions near magnetically closed coronal
structures and the streamer belt (see Fig. 1). As it will be pointed out in more detail
in this article the differentiation between solar wind types based on speed alone
is an oversimplification. Solar wind streams which originate in coronal holes are
imprinted with the lower coronal temperatures and other compositional signatures
of the regions in which they originate. However, at least near the ecliptic, such
streams can have, occasionally, significantly lower speeds, less than 500 km/s.
While the two kinds of solar wind can be observationally distinguished, within
each kind (but more so in the case of the slow solar wind) there is an inherent
variability of all the bulk flow parameters, as well as in composition (see Sect. 3
of this chapter, also Forsyth and Marsch, 1999, this volume). The distribution of
the two kinds of solar wind types in the corona varies considerably on many time
scales, of which the solar cycle is the dominant one.
The structure of the heliosphere is determined in part by the spatial and temporal
dependence of coronal structures from which slow and fast solar wind streams are
emitted and in part by the dynamics of interacting non-uniform solar wind flows in
the heliosphere. Corotating Interaction Regions (CIRs) constitute an important set
of large scale structures in the heliosphere observed in the declining and minimum
phases of the solar activity cycle (see,.g.Gosling and Pizzo, 1999, this volume,
and references therein). A discussion of the solar origin of CIRs involves the iden-
tification of the distribution of the two kinds of solar wind in the corona which
leads to their formation.
Given the very large scale and quasi-stationary nature of CIRs, we are looking
for correspondingly large scale and equally quasi-stationary patterns in the corona.
The zeroth order approximation for the solar wind is the original model of Parker
(1958) in which the solar wind has a uniform, time-independent velocity over the
whole Sun. As a first order approximation, a model can be constructed in which
fast solar wind at constant speed is emitted from time-stationary coronal holes
surrounding the poles of the sun, and slow solar wind, also at constant speed, is
emitted from a band (limited in latitude to about 20 to 30 degrees south and north)
around the solar magnetic equator. This first order model is known, from Ulysses
observations made in 1993 to 1996, to be reasonably accurate in the late declining
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Figure 1.A schematic representation of the solar wind source function in the declining and minimum
phases of the solar activity cycle. The distribution of the two kinds of solar winds is shown at
a nominal distance from the Sun where dynamic effects in the corona no longer affect the solar
wind speed. The complexity of the transition region between fast and slow solar wind regions is not
illustrated here.
and minimum phases of the solar activity cycle. From what we know from near-
ecliptic missions, during the rising and maximum phases of the solar activity cycle,
the solar wind at nearly all latitudes appears to be of the slow kind (with highly
variable bulk parameters) with a significant addition of transient material from
Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs). The survey in heliolatitude to confirm that this is
the case everywhere around the Sun remains to be done; Ulysses will perform the
necessary observations during the forthcoming activity maximum.
The first order model of the solar wind sources, valid in the declining and min-
imum phases of the solar cycle, allows the large scale modelling of the interaction
between fast and slow solar wind streams (cf. Gosling and Pizzo, 1999, this vol-
ume, and references therein) which occurs in interplanetary space. In this model,
the band of slow solar wind surrounds the solar magnetic equator, rather than the
heliographic equator. The magnetic equator is tilted with respect to the heliographic
equator and a consequence of this model is that, at a given heliolatitude, up to about
30 degrees north and south of the solar (heliographic) equator, fast and slow solar
wind streams can alternate as a function of heliolongitude, with one or at most
two stream pairs around the Sun. The interpretation of observations of Corotating
Interaction Regions (CIRs) is effectively based on this first order model of solar
wind sources. This argument can also be reversed: the observation of CIRs in and
near the solar equator in interplanetary space implies the near-stationarity of the
solar wind sources, in the form of alternating fast and slow streams which recur at
a given longitude with the solar rotation period. This solar wind source pattern is
a necessary and sufficient condition for the development of large scale interaction
regions which form a stationary, corotating pattern in interplanetary space.
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The main reservation concerning the validity of this simple model is that tem-
poral evolution in coronal structures, in particular along the boundaries of coronal
holes, still occurs during these phases of the solar cycle. Although very long-lived
coronal holes have been observed, resulting in the relatively steady fast solar wind
streams, strict stationarity of the solar wind sources can only be an approximation.
An additional reservation is that while the transition region between fast and slow
solar wind sources may be abrupt, it is clearly not a step function and its structure
may well be complex and variable, thus likely to result in a range of dynamic
effects in the corona which shape the interaction of the streams in interplanetary
space.
Coronal structure, the context for the origin of the different solar wind streams,
is in turn determined by the solar magnetic field. It is the variation of the global
magnetic field of the Sun that leads to the approximately 11-year solar cycle vari-
ation in the magnetic structure of the corona. In the declining phase of the solar
cycle, the dipole term of the global magnetic field increases in relative importance,
with a simultaneous, meridional rotation of the dipole axis towards the solar rota-
tion axis. This dipole term, together with some remaining quadrupolar contribution,
dominates the large scale structure of the Sun’s magnetic field up to and just beyond
solar minimum. This simple picture of the coronal magnetic fields, leading to the
distribution of solar wind sources in the corona at the origin of CIRs, is discussed
in greater detail in Sect. 2 of this chapter. In that section, it is shown how models
of the solar corona using observed photospheric magnetic fields as the boundary
conditions can reproduce many aspects of coronal structure, and how these models
can also be used to infer the solar origin of features observed in the solar wind.
The way in which time-dependent changes to coronal magnetic fields may allow
material in previously closed regions to escape into the solar wind is also discussed
in Sect. 2.
If, on a simplified level, CIRs arise because of the relatively abrupt transition
between coronal regions in which the fast and slow solar wind originate, dynamic
modelling would be able, in principle, to reproduce not only the main structural
characteristics of CIRs (Gosling and Pizzo, 1999, this volume), but also the details
of the interaction at the interface between the compressed slow solar wind followed
by the fast solar wind stream. While interfaces within many CIRs have been recog-
nised, not all streams contain identifiable interfaces. The existence, in general, of
SIs and their development over heliocentric distance from a fraction of an AU to
5 AU and beyond remains to be clarified. As will be pointed out in Sect. 3, CIRs
are a consequence of flow speed differences between the two types of solar wind.
It is possible to envisage the formation of interaction regions by sufficiently steep
velocity gradients in solar wind speed from within the same coronal hole regions,
when an interface would not be expected to form, at least not in compositional
terms. However, Wimmer-Schweingrubert al. (1997) demonstrated congruity
between the traditional density and temperature (Goslinget al., 1978) and the
compositional signatures, and Burtonet al. (1999) used continuous Ulysses data
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from June 1992 to July 1993 to confirm this congruity including the trailing edge
solar wind SIs.
In this paper, we mainly pay attention to the coronal signatures of SIs: for de-
tailed discussions of SIs, see Goslinget al. (1978), Wimmer-Schweingrubert al.
(1997), also Gosling and Pizzo (1999), Crooker, Goslinget al. (1999) and refer-
ences therein. In Sect. 3, the identification of interfaces and boundaries in general
is discussed further, mostly in terms of compositional changes in the parameters
of the solar wind and their relation to solar and coronal features. Compositional
observations provide important complementary evidence on the nature of the slow-
fast interface in CIRs, and also on the nature of the boundary between slow and fast
solar wind streams in the corona. In addition, compositional changes provide a tool
to examine in more detail the structure within fast and slow solar wind.
It is recognised here that the current debate concerning the nature and origin
of the slow solar wind is relevant to the understanding of both the larger scale
characteristics of CIRs and the interface between the fast and slow wind streams
where the interaction takes place.
One approach to explain the high variability of slow solar wind streams is in
terms of their generally more complex filamentary structure compared to fast solar
wind streams (e.g.Gosling, 1997). As discussed in Sect. 3, there is observational
evidence from composition data that a filament corresponding to the size of a
supergranular cell can be identified even out at a heliocentric distance of 1 AU.
On the larger scale, the model of field line transport by Fisket al. (1998) (see
also Fisk and Jokipii, 1999, in this volume) based on the differential rotation of
the photosphere, the tilt of the Sun’s magnetic dipole axis and the super-radial
expansion of the solar wind may imply the reconnection of field lines at the edges
of coronal holes, continuously opening up previously closed coronal loops. This
model for the origin of the slow solar wind would explain the great variability
of its characteristic parameters as different loop systems presumably release plas-
mas of different characteristics. The possibility that this mechanism also leads
to a fragmentary structure within the slow solar wind near its boundary with the
fast streams from the nearby coronal holes introduces a considerable degree of
potential complexity near the slow-fast interface in CIRs. For the time of solar
minimum, however, it is evident from composition measurements that most of the
slow solar wind originates from the roots of the coronal loops flowing along open
field lines at their periphery (von Steiger, 1998). The best-known example for a
type of fragmentary structure during solar minimum is the CME-related solar wind
which sometimes shows very unusual composition (Gloeckleret al., 1999). Com-
positional boundaries between the CME-related and the quasi-stationary slow solar
wind are not or need not be SIs such as observed in CIRs or related to fast-slow
interactions in general, but they show many similar signatures. The presumably
cycle-dependent relevance of the transient types of solar wind for the large-scale
structure of the solar wind and the CIRs remains to be examined in detail during
the forthcoming solar maximum possibly by multi-spacecraft observations.
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On the other hand, the importance of this view in the context of CIRs is that
evidence for the model is best sought at the slow-fast interfaces within CIRs, and
that compositional data, supplemented by other evidence for the fragmentary na-
ture of the slow solar wind stream are important for understanding the solar origin
of CIRs. An important requirement on this, as well as on alternative models of the
origin of the slow solar wind is the need to provide an explanation of the large
degree of variability in kinematic and compositional parameters.
Given the variety of CIRs observed both at 1 AU and beyond, it is clear that
their early evolution from the corona to 1 AU is of decisive importance in shaping
the structures which reach their full development, in general, at 2 to 4 AU. The
observations by the two Helios spacecraft between 0.3 and 1 AU in the 1970s
remain a unique data set in the inner heliosphere. In Sect. 4, we summarize the
principal results of the Helios observations related to stream-stream interactions,
their relationship to coronal structure, and their relationship to energetic particles
and cosmic rays.
A summary of the questions and conclusions by this Working Group are pre-
sented in the final section of this chapter.
2. The Relationship of Fast and Slow Solar Wind to Coronal Structure
J. A. LINKER, Y.-M. WANG, E. MARSCH, A. POSNER, V. BOTHMER, Z. MIKI Ć
As mentioned in the introduction, the solar wind that pervades the heliosphere is
the interplanetary extension of the Sun’s outer atmosphere, the solar corona. Thus
it is not surprising that coronal structure strongly influences heliospheric structure.
Coronal structure is in turn primarily controlled by the Sun’s magnetic field. The
complexity of the Sun’s global magnetic field varies with the approximate 11-
year solar cycle, and this level of complexity is reflected in the structure of the
solar corona. During solar minimum, the corona typically exhibits a well-defined
streamer belt with coronal holes in the polar regions, and these structures may
persist over several rotations. It is this reasonably well-ordered structure of the
solar minimum corona that gives rise to CIRs in the heliosphere.
Coronal holes are known to be regions of open magnetic field where the solar
wind expands outward. The solar wind is far from uniform, and is often described
as being either ‘slow’ (300–500 km/s) or ‘fast’ (600–800 km/s) although speed
alone is not a sufficient parameter to characterise the two types of streams as
outlined in the introduction and discussed further in Sect. 3. The mechanism(s) that
are ultimately responsible for accelerating fast solar wind streams and creating the
dichotomy of fast and slow wind are poorly understood. However, measurements
from the Ulysses spacecraft have demonstrated that uniformly fast solar wind is
present at the poles of the Sun during the declining phase of the solar activity cycle
and at solar minimum (Phillipset al., 1995), while a mixture of slow and fast
solar wind is observed to dominate near the ecliptic plane. Polar coronal holes are
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typically not azimuthally symmetric structures, but instead their center is displaced
from the Sun’s rotation axis. This sometimes allows fast solar wind streams which
in addition have warps and dips to be present near lower heliographic latitudes
where the slow solar wind predominates. This intermingling of fast and slow solar
wind streams is the genesis of the CIRs observed farther out in the heliosphere
because outward from the Sun to 1 AU fast wind streams begin to catch up with
slow wind streams.
In this section, we focus on the role of the Sun’s magnetic field in defining the
structure of the solar minimum corona and inner heliosphere. We show how mod-
els of the solar corona using observed photospheric magnetic fields as boundary
conditions can reproduce many aspects of coronal structure, and how these models
can also be used to infer the solar origin of features observed in the solar wind. We
also discuss how time-dependent changes to coronal fields may allow material in
previously closed regions to escape into the solar wind.
2.1. CORONAL STRUCTURE NEAR SOLAR MINIMUM
A fundamental difficulty in understanding coronal structure is that, while the mag-
netic field is believed to play a central role, there are few measurements of the
coronal magnetic field. However, the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field
has been measured in the photosphere for many years (for example, at the Wilcox
Solar Observatory and at the National Solar Observatory at Kitt Peak). If we are to
understand the role of the magnetic field in producing coronal structure, we must
use the measured photospheric field to infer the coronal field. The simplest and
most widely used techniques for accomplishing this task are based on potential
field models (e.g., the potential field source-surface model, Schattenet al., 1969;
Altschuler and Newkirk, 1969; and the potential field current-sheet model, Schat-
ten, 1971). These models have been used extensively in the analysis of coronal and
interplanetary data (e.g., Hoeksemaet al., 1983; Wang and Sheeley, 1988; 1992;
1995). Recently, magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) calculations have advanced to the
point where they can also incorporate observed photospheric magnetic fields into
the boundary conditions to produce realistic models of the solar corona (Mikić
and Linker, 1996; Usmanov, 1996; Linkert al., 1996; 1999). In this approach,
the time-dependent MHD equations are integrated in time until a steady-state is
reached. The final equilibrium solution gives a representation of the coronal plasma
and magnetic fields for the time period of interest.
One advantage of the MHD approach is that because the equations also describe
the coronal plasma, the results can be tested against white light observations. A
typical example is shown in Fig. 2. Here an MHD computation was carried out
using photospheric magnetic field data from Kitt Peak for Carrington Rotation
1892 (January 27–February 23, 1995). Figure 2(a) shows the polarization bright-
ness (pB) observed with the High Altitude Observatory’s MKIII Coronameter at
Mauna Loa for 3 days during February, 1995. By integrating the plasma density
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Figure 2.Comparison of the MHD model of the solar corona for CR1892 (Linker and Mikic̀, 1997)
with daily white-light coronal images. (a) Images of the polarisation brightnesspB from the Mauna
Loa Solar Observatoty (MLSO) Mark III K-coronameter, for 4 days during the Whole Sun Month
time period. (b) ThepB predicted by the MHD computation for the same days shown in (a). (c)
Magnetic field lines from the MHD computation for the same days shown in (a) and (b). Purple field
lines are closed, the others are open.
from the MHD calculation convolved with a scattering function (Billings, 1966),
we can compute the pB predicted by the MHD calculation, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Note that the predicted pB agrees quite well with the observations. Figure 2(c)
shows the magnetic field lines from the calculation. As expected, the streamer belt
corresponds to a region of closed field lines.
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Figure 3. (a) Coronal holes (open field regions, shown in black) from an MHD model of the solar
corona for Whole Sun Month, as would be visible on August 27, 1996. Closed field regions are gray.
(b) An EIT FeXV image for the same day. The “elephant’s trunk” coronal hole is clearly visible in
the EIT image and has been reasonably captured by the model.
Another way that coronal models can be tested is by comparing them with disk
images. When the disk of the Sun is viewed in emission lines such as extreme
ultraviolet or soft X-rays, coronal holes appear dark as compared with other regions
of the solar atmosphere, because the plasma in coronal holes is cooler and less
dense than the streamer belt plasma. Figure 3 shows a comparison of open-field
regions from the MHD calculation (shown in black; closed-field regions are gray)
with SOHO EIT (Extreme Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope) images on August 27,
1996. A coronal hole extending from the solar north pole to the equator was visible
at this time in EIT (and other observations as well); this coronal hole has been
referred to as the ‘elephant’s trunk’. Note that the observed coronal hole corre-
sponds with a region of open magnetic field in the MHD model. Source-surface
models (Zhaoet al., 1999) are also capable of reproducing the coronal holes rea-
sonably well, suggesting that coronal hole boundaries are primarily determined by
the photospheric magnetic field. These observations occurred during Whole Sun
Month (WSM; August 10 – September 8, 1996) during which time a wide range
of solar observations were obtained; Linkeret al. (1999) describe more detailed
comparisons for this time period.
The results shown thus far indicate that models of the coronal magnetic field
based on observed photospheric magnetic fields can capture many of the basic
features of the solar-minimum corona. These results support the long held belief
that the shape of the streamer belt and coronal hole are strongly influenced by the
photospheric magnetic field. As the solar wind carries the imprint of this structure
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Figure 4. Mapping of solar wind velocity measurements during Whole Sun Month from Ulysses
(inner trace at high latitude) and WIND (lower latitude trace) back to the Sun. Solar wind speed
is color coded with the largest red and smallest blue. The coronal hole boundaries from the MHD
model are shown in the same format as Fig. 3, but viewed from above the north pole of the Sun.
out into the heliosphere, we can use models to infer information about the source
location of solar wind features, as described in the next section.
2.2. MAPPING OFSOLAR WIND MEASUREMENTSBACK TO THE SUN
If a coronal magnetic field model approximates the true field reasonably well, it can
be used to investigate the source locations of solar wind features. For the WSM
time period discussed above, Linkert al. (1999) used a ballistic approximation
to map solar wind features into the domain of the MHD calculation, then used
the MHD results to map the source back to the Sun. Figure 4 shows the mapping
of solar wind velocity measurements from the WIND and Ulysses spacecraft. A
general trend one sees in Fig. 4 is that slow wind velocity usually maps back to
regions near coronal hole boundaries, while fast wind typically comes from deeper
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Figure 5.Stackplots of the solar wind speed measured at 1 AU and at Ulysses (left panels, top and
bottom, respectively) as a function of heliolongitude from 1991 to 1997; the centre panels show the
solar wind speeds predicted, using the calculated coronal expansion factor; the right panels show
the solar wind speeds calculated, based on the distance of the observers from the coronal imprint of
the Heliospheric Current Sheet, at 1 AU and Ulysses, respectively. Note the generally better match
between observations and the coronal expansion factor model (based on Wanget al., 1997).
within coronal holes. The empirical relationship between solar wind velocity and
the expansion of coronal magnetic flux tubes has been investigated extensively by
Wang and Sheeley (1990; 1994; 1995) and Wanget al. (1997). An inverse correla-
tion has been found between the coronal expansion factor and the speed of the solar
wind measured at 1 AU; this anti-correlation was further confirmed by solar wind
measurements along the polar orbit of Ulysses (see Fig. 5). In this empirical model,
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the coronal expansion factor is defined as the ratio of the areas of magnetic flux
tubes at the radial distance of the source surface of PFSS (potential field, source
surface model of the corona as defined above, with the radius of the source surface
taken to be 2.5R) and the photosphere. In quantitative terms, this expansion factor
is largest (>20) near the boundaries of coronal holes, where the open flux tubes
expand greatly, draped over the closed field structures of the streamer belt (as is
also apparent in Fig. 2). By contrast, the expansion factor is smallest (<4.5) in the
central regions of the coronal holes. The distribution of intermediate values of the
expansion factor depends on the relative topology of coronal holes. The highest
solar wind velocities correspond to the smallest expansion factors, while the slow
solar wind appears to be associated with regions where the expansion factor is the
largest.
The anticorrelation between solar wind speed and the expansion factor calcu-
lated from the PFSS model of the coronal distribution of magnetic flux can be
used to predict solar wind speeds. A comparison of the predicted and observed
solar wind speeds at 1 AU (Wang and Sheeley, 1994), and along the solar polar
orbit of Ulysses (Wanget al., 1997) has shown that there is a general qualitative
agreement between solar wind speeds calculated from the expansion factors and the
patterns of high and low solar wind speeds measured at both 1 AU and at Ulysses.
However, the solar wind speeds predicted from the expansion factors show larger
speed gradients than observed; in particular, the predicted high speed streams have
a higher velocity than the measured wind speeds in the ecliptic. This is illustrated in
Fig. 5, where, in addition to the observed wind speeds (left panels), the wind speeds
calculated using the coronal expansion factor (centre panels) are shown from 1990
to 1997. This discrepancy is likely to be at least in part due to the interaction of the
slow and fast wind streams: fast streams are slowed down by their interaction with
preceding slow streams within the equatorial regions, so that the observed speed
gradients are reduced at latitudes where both slow and fast streams are present.
In the right panels, predicted solar wind speeds are shown, assuming an alternative
model based on the dependence on the angular distance of the points of observation
to the Heliospheric Current Sheet (HCS). This latter model clearly does not match
the observations, in particular around solar maximum.
Mapping techniques have also been used to study the magnetic connection of
recurrent energetic particle events. COSTEP energetic proton flux enhancements,
compressions and solar wind speed increases track each other over several Carring-
ton rotations and can be correlated with synoptic maps in 195 Å by EIT. Figure 6,
taken from Posneret al. (1999), shows the mapping of SOHO/COSTEP obser-
vations during WSM. The CIR-associated particle events are correlated with the
extensions of the northern polar coronal hole boundaries.
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Figure 6.Mapping of SOHO/COSTEP proton measurements during Whole Sun Month back to the
Sun. The position of SOHO on the green synoptic map by EIT is shown in red, Ulysses in yellow.
2.3. TIME-DEPENDENT NATURE OF THECORONA AND SOLAR WIND
While steady-state coronal models help give insight into overall coronal structure,
in reality the corona is changing continuously, even during times of solar minimum.
This changing structure is driven by changes in the photospheric magnetic field;
active regions emerge and disperse continuously during the solar cycle. The MHD
model can incorporate the evolution of the photospheric magnetic field, so that the
corresponding evolution of the corona can be followed.
To study the evolution of the corona during the period Feb. 1, 1997–Mar. 18, 1998
(15 Carrington rotations), Mikićet al.(1999) used a sequence of synoptic Kitt Peak
observations to specify magnetic flux evolution at the photosphere during the time
interval. In order to study the quasi-static evolution of the corona for more than a
year’s worth of data, the photospheric magnetic field was changed at a rate that was
enhanced by approximately ten times compared to real time. This approximation
makes it impossible to study the detailed evolution of individual events, though it
is still meaningful to study the quasi-static evolution of the large-scale structure
of the corona. For the a.m. time period Fig. 7 shows the evolution of the streamer
structure, the HCS, and the coronal hole boundaries which are the origin of kine-
matic and compositional signatures of SIs in CIRs described in Sect. 3 below. Note
the increase in complexity of the coronal magnetic field as the Sun emerges from
solar minimum.
A conspicuous feature of the simulated coronal evolution is the sporadic open-
ing of previously closed field regions as the magnetic flux on the Sun is rearranged.
These results imply that at times the streamer belt plasma (which cannot escape
the inner corona in the steady-state picture) is carried out into the solar wind.
Periodic reconnection at coronal hole boundaries could form the “blobs” discussed
by Wanget al.(1997; 1998) or even the CMEs; for CMEs this dispersal of streamer
belt plasma into the slow solar wind is known to be the source of compositional
signatures also discussed in the next section.
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Figure 7.The changing structure of the solar corona during the period Feb. 1997–Mar. 1998 (Carring-
ton rotations 1919-1934), as illustrated by coronal hole maps (longitude vs. latitude, with gray/black
indicating closed/open field regions), field line traces with the radial magnetic field shown on the
surface of the Sun (blue areas denote field lines directed into, red areas field lines out of the Sun,
respectively), polarization brightness, and the shape of the heliospheric current sheet. This time
period represents the rising phase of the new solar cycle. The photospheric magnetic field was set
as a time-dependent boundary condition on the 3D MHD simulation using Kitt Peak synoptic maps
(Miki c̀ et al., 1999).
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3. Compositional and Kinematic Signatures of Solar Wind Stream
Interfaces and Their Relationship with Solar and Coronal Features
R. KALLENBACH, M. AELLIG, P. BOCHSLER, N. U. CROOKER, R. J. FORSYTH,
S. HEFTI, M. HILCHENBACH, R. F. WIMMER-SCHWEINGRUBER
The formation of a CIR is caused by the speed differences of fast and slow solar
wind and the solar rotation. In this section we characterise the different kinematic
and compositional signatures of the two types of coronal outflow and their relation-
ship to solar features as well as their appearance in the SIs of CIRs. Within many
CIRs SIs have been recognised in terms of the criteria discussed in more detail
by Wimmer-Schweingruberet al. (1997) and Crooker, Goslinget al. (1999) in
this volume. These criteria include abrupt changes in speed, density, temperature
(entropy), and composition. The evolution of these quantities has been analyzed
at 1 AU in the ecliptic mix of slow and fast solar wind with a time resolution of 5
minutes using data of the CELIAS experiment (Hovestadtet al., 1995) on board the
SOHO spacecraft. From this analysis conclusions are drawn on the persistence of
the solar wind over a solar rotation. Also, the persistence of kinematic and compo-
sitional signatures on their way from a few solar radii out to 1 AU has been studied,
and an upper limit for the cross-field diffusion in the solar wind is given. Whereas
the persistence of speed differences is essential for the formation and persistence
of the CIRs, the high persistence of the compositional signatures complements the
set of precise diagnostic tools for the SIs in CIRs. In addition to the variable He/H
abundance ratio in the solar wind that was used for decades as the compositional
signature, experiments such as CELIAS make possible the measurement of the
coronal freeze-in charge states of minor solar wind ions such as Fe and O with
high time resolution and the determination of the elemental composition that is
characteristic for each type of solar wind. It is also pointed out in this section
that compositional boundaries are found not only in CIRs but also, for example,
between moderately steady slow solar wind and CME-related transient solar wind.
Variations in solar wind composition are a steady tracer not only for the coronal
hole boundaries but also for many other solar and coronal features and structures.
3.1. KINEMATIC CHARACTERISTICS OFSLOW AND FAST SOLAR WIND
CIRs are best identified as compressions on rising-speed portions of high-speed
streams. Review articles on the measurements of the characteristic quantities of
slow and fast solar wind have been published by Feldmanet al. (1977), Marschet
al. (1982), and Schwenn (1990), based on data from the IMP 6, 7, and 8 and the
Helios 1 and 2 missions. In Table I the bulk velocityvp, the densitynp, the kinetic
temperatureTp, the ratio of the kinetic temperatures parallel and perpendicular to





as proton mass, and the ratio of the kinetic and potential energy flux density,Ek/Eg
with Eg=npvpGmpMs/R (Ms andR: mass and radius of the Sun,G: gravitational
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TABLE I
Average values of basic solar wind parameters measured from Helios 1 and 2 be-
tween December 1974 and December 1976 and from IMP 6, 7, and 8 from 1972 to
1976 at 1 AU (from Feldmanet al., 1977, and Schwenn, 1990).
Parameter slow (<400 km s 1) fast (>600 km s 1) all
vp (km s 1) 327 702 468
np (cm 3) 8.3 2.73 6.1
Tp (103K) 34 230 120
Tpk/Tp? 1.7 1.2 1.5
Te (103K) 130 100 140
Tek/Te? 1.2 1.6 1.18
Ek (10 7J cm 2 s 1) 0.25 0.79 0.49
Ek/Eg 0.287 1.317 0.576
He2+/H+ 0.038 0.048 0.047
constant) of the solar wind protons as well as the electron kinetic temperatureTe
and the abundance ratio He2+/H+ are displayed.
In order to form a CIR the pattern of solar wind flow must be quai-stationary
on a time scale comparable to one solar rotation or more. Previous studies have
shown that this requirement is commonly met at low heliographic latitudes on the
declining phase of the solar activity cycle and near solar minimum (e.g., Snyder
et al., 1963; Goslinget al., 1976). Figure 8 demonstrates via an autocorrelation
analysis the persistence of the solar wind speed pattern on this time scale near the
most recent solar minimum using data from the CELIAS experiment on SOHO.
Figure 8.Autocorrelation function of proton speeds observed with CELIAS/PM (from Bochsleret
al., 1997).
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Figure 9.Magnetic field configuration of the corona during solar minimum (adapted from Wang and
Sheeley, 1990, and Bodmer, 1996, see also Fig. 3). The slow solar wind originating near the solar
equator and magnetic sector boundary has a much higher super-radial expansion above the closed
magnetic coronal structures compared to the fast solar wind from polar coronal holes.
3.2. COMPOSITIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OFSLOW AND FAST SOLAR WIND
The minimum ratio He2+/H+ mentioned in Table I commonly recurs at and near
the HCS (Borriniet al., 1981). Studies of von Steigert al. (1995) revealed that
the 4He2+ depletion is caused by inefficient Coulomb coupling (Burgers, 1969;
Geisset al., 1970) of theα-particles that have the least favorable drag factor,
Z2/(2A Z  1) (Q = Ze: ion charge,M = A amu: ion mass), among all minor
solar wind ions. This effect can be explained by the geometry of the solar magnetic
field (see Fig. 2 and 9). On the top of closed coronal magnetic field structures the
slow solar wind has a strong super-radial expansion, as shown in Fig. 9, and hence
a rapid decrease in the proton flux density. Therefore, the minor solar wind ions
experience much less Coulomb drag compared to the situation in the fast solar
wind. This even seems to influence the isotopic composition of slow and fast solar
wind (Kallenbachet al., 1998).
The different super-radial expansion profile of slow and fast solar wind also
leads to different coronal altitudes and hence electron temperatures where the mi-
nor solar wind ion charge states freeze in, according to ionisation and recombina-
tion rates for electronic collisions from Arnaud and Rothenflug (1985). Slow solar
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Figure 10.Charge state variations of Fe indicating a structure on the solar surface with a size of
15000 km corresponding to the size of a supergranular cell (from Aelliget al., 1997).
wind in general shows higher freeze-in temperatures and wider distributions of
charge states of Fe and O than fast solar wind. Recent SOHO observations with the
Ultraviolet Coronal Spectrograph (UVCS) suggest that in coronal holes, the source
region of the fast solar wind, minor solar wind ions are heated strongly at very close
distances to the Sun down to 1.5R by ion cyclotron damping (Kohlet al., 1997)
but not in slow streams (Raymondet al., 1997). This implies further differences
between fast and slow solar wind at altitudes where the minor ion charge states
freeze in (Wimmer-Schweingrubert al., 1998).
These coronal freeze-in temperatures are on the order of 1 MK. The solar wind
Fe charge states (Feldmanet al., 1981) measured with a time resolution of 5 min-
utes (Aelliget al., 1998) by SOHO/CELIAS make it possible to resolve structures
the size of the supergranular cells (Aelliget al., 1997), as illustrated in Fig. 10.
From these data an estimate for the strength of cross-field diffusion in the solar
wind can be derived: The upper limit for the value of the perpendicular diffusion
coefficient isκ?  6 1013m2s 1. This relatively small value explains why the
plasmas of fast and slow solar wind stay fairly well separated in the CIRs, as
reflected in the abrupt changes in entropy and compositional characteristics that
occur at the stream interface.
Another difference in composition between fast and slow solar wind is the FIP
(First Ionization Potential) effect (von Steiger and Geiss, 1989; Geisset al., 1995;
von Steigeret al., 1997). The change in FIP-related elemental composition in CIRs
is discussed extensively in Wimmer-Schweingruberet al. (1997) as well as in
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Figure 11.Persistence of proton dynamic properties and of oxygen freeze-in temperatures at 1 AU.
The characteristic time scales are estimated from a linear fit to the logarithms of the autocorrelation
functions (from Bochsleret al., 1997).
this volume by Forsyth and Marsch (1999) and Crooker, Goslinget al. (1999).
In general, the variations in FIP-related elemental composition and coronal freeze-
in charge states are correlated because the solar wind flow is well guided by the
magnetic field from the upper chromosphere and transition region, where the first
ionisation takes place, up to the altitude where the charge states freeze in.
3.3. PERSISTENCE OFCOMPOSITIONAL AND KINEMATIC CHARACTERISTICS
OF THE SOLAR WIND
In Sect. 3.1 the persistence of the solar wind proton speed with solar rotation was
characterised. In this section we try to answer the question of how well variations
in speed, temperature, and composition imprinted at the solar source and in the
inner corona are conserved on their way to larger heliocentric distances. This has
implications for the structure and sharpness of the compositional and kinematic
signatures at SIs. This is a difficult question to answer because the influence of
waves and turbulence on the compositional and kinematic signatures between frac-
tions of an AU to the SOHO location at 1 AU are poorly known. A solar probe
mission is needed to study these in-situ plasma properties close to the Sun. Such
a mission could give information directly on the development of CIRs from their
solar origin to the inner heliosphere.
At present there is one definite answer that can be given: The data in Fig. 11
show that on time scales that are short compared to the time of one Carrington
rotation the autocorrelation functions of several compositional and kinematic pa-
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rameters behave differently. The short-term autocorrelation time for the O7+/O6+
ratio and the proton flux is considerably shorter than for the kinetic temperature
and the proton speed. Bochslert al. (1997) give two likely causes for the long
persistence time of proton speeds:
1. Small-scale features are smoothed out, and
2. The stability of features with high specific energy content is enhanced.
The second statement also implies that the proton speeds are more important for
the large-scale structure of the interplanetary medium.
For further interpretation two limiting cases can be considered: A) There is
only little variation imprinted into composition, speed, and temperature at the solar
source and in the inner corona (the autocorrelation time for constant parameters
at the solar surface would be infinitely long), but waves and turbulence have more
influence on the O7+/O6+ ratio and on the proton flux than on proton speed and
temperature. The short-term autocorrelation function then characterises the “noise”
caused by waves and turbulence rather than the solar surface and inner coronal
structure. B) There are strong variations imprinted into composition, speed, and
temperature at the solar source and in the inner corona (the short-term autocor-
relation time is short), but the smaller-scale signatures of speed and temperature
smooth out faster in the solar wind flow than the signatures of the O7+/O6+ ratio
and the proton flux. This also implies that spatial structure sizes of the solar wind
become larger on the way to the outer heliosphere. The largest structures are the
regions of typical slow and fast solar wind that are separated by CIRs which can
form shocks at several AU.
The result that structures with the size of a supergranular cell can be resolved
with the Fe coronal freeze-in temperatures, corresponding to a time window of 2
hours at 1 AU, as reported in Sect. 3.2, suggests that the real situation is closer
to scenario B). That implies that coronal freeze-in temperatures are good tracers
for the structure of the plasma at the solar surface and in the inner corona, even
in observations out at 1 AU. In any case, for both scenarios A) and B), the proton
speed structures remain the most important feature for establishing the structure of
the CIRs and the heliosphere. The scenario B) also matches the observations in an
SI at 1 AU reported in the next section. Kinematic and compositional signatures
become even sharper in SIs because of the plasma compression.
3.4. STREAM INTERFACES ANDCOMPOSITIONAL BOUNDARIES BETWEEN
DIFFERENT TYPES OFSOLAR WIND
In the left panel a) of Fig. 12 a typical SI of a CIR is shown. The generally
less-stationary structure of the slow solar wind is demonstrated in the right panel
b), which also shows similarities and differences to SIs in CIRs and the overall
wide applicability of minor solar wind ion signatures as diagnostic tool in inter-
planetary space: it displays the compositional boundaries (CB) between slow and
fragmentary CME-related solar wind.
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Figure 12. Left panel:Typical stream interface (SI) in a CIR at 1 AU (upper five data panels from
Hefti, 1997). The interaction of the intermediate-speed stream with the low-speed solar wind causes
a compression of the hydrogen and oxygen density. The kinetic temperature remains low in the com-
pression region and increases in the intermediate stream within approximately 20 min. The sharpest
separation between the two regimes is possible usingTf (O7+/O6+) (topmost panel). This parameter
drops by 0.3 MK within a short time interval of 10 min. There is only a gradual transition within hours
from low-speed solar wind with a proton bulk velocity of 350 km/s to intermediate-speed solar wind
at 450 km/s.Right panel:Identification of compositional boundaries (CB) between slow solar wind
and CME-related solar wind. The clearest signatures are given by the oxygen freeze-in charge states,
density enhancements of protons and oxygen are also detected. The kinematic signatures alone would
not provide clear evidence for the boundaries. However, at the trailing edge of the CME energetic
particles are observed.
In a) the freeze-in temperature and oxygen density abruptly change within less
than 10 minutes, whereas the proton density and bulk velocity only change within
hours. This is at least partly due to the compression associated with the CIR that
causes a deceleration of the fast wind and an acceleration of the slow wind. The
step in the freeze-in temperature indicates how well the stream interface must have
been conserved between the adjacent plasmas of different composition during the
transit of more than four days from the freeze-in event at2R to 1 AU. Still,
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the compression characteristic for a CIR is reflected in the increase of the proton
density by a factor of 2. The proton kinetic temperature also increases very quickly
– within 20 minutes – by a factor of2.
Panel b) of Fig. 12 shows a gradual transition from intermediate-speed to low-
speed solar wind. There are two CBs belonging to the boundaries of the ejecta of
a CME. The CBs in b) are not SIs and are not corotating because they are caused
by a transient event. In b) there is only very slow change of the temperature, but
considerable and abrupt change of the coronal freeze-in temperature.
It is evident that both kinematic and compositional signatures are precise diag-
nostic tools for the source regions of the solar wind which, depending on heliocen-
tric distance and individual event, can have somewhat different characteristics. The
appearance of these signatures in the SIs of CIRs is discussed in detail by Wimmer-
Schweingruberet al. (1997) and Crooker, Goslinget al. (1999) in this volume.
Using continuous Ulysses data from June 1992 to July 1993 Burtonet al. (1999)
demonstrated congruity between the traditional and compositional signatures. In so
doing, they also demonstrated for the first time that the traditional density drop and
temperature rise found in the compression region on the leading edge of a high-
speed stream are nearly always matched by a density rise and temperature drop in
the rarefaction region on the trailing edge.
4. CIRs in the Inner Heliosphere: A Summary of the Results From Helios
A. BALOGH andI. G. RICHARDSON
The dynamic evolution of adjacent solar wind streams emitted with different veloc-
ities from the corona is a continuous phenomenon all the way from the Sun. There
are several key sets of observations (Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 2, Ulysses)
which cover the evolution of interacting solar wind streams from the important
baseline at 1 AU to well beyond 5 AU. For the inner solar system, for heliocentric
distances less than 1 AU from the Sun, most observations come from the Helios 1
and 2 probes which had an eccentric orbit in the ecliptic plane, with perihelion close
to 0.3 AU and aphelion at 1 AU. The Helios CIR observations represent the unique,
if tenuous, bridge between near-solar conditions (see Sect. 2 and references therein)
and the extensive observations during time periods near solar activity minimum at
1 AU and beyond documented in this volume and its references and discussed in the
previous section with emphasis on the relationship between the different diagnostic
tools for CIR studies at 1 AU and coronal and solar features. Our information about
the properties and dynamics of the solar wind in the heliocentric range between
0.3 and 1 AU rely almost entirely on the two Helios spacecraft. In particular, given
that well-developed, long-lasting CIRs are only observed during the declining and
minimum phases of the solar cycle, the primary mission phases of Helios 1 and 2
have provided the first survey of the radial dependence of CIRs in this heliocentric
range; the two spacecraft were launched in December 1974 and January 1976,
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respectively, in the late declining phase of cycle 20 and at the following minimum
phase, at the start of cycle 21. Note that stream-stream interactions do occur at all
phases of the solar cycle, as velocity differentials at the coronal sources remain a
feature of the solar wind at all times. However, when the coronal sources change
significantly on the time scale of the solar rotation, as is the case around solar max-
imum, the interaction regions that result are transient and rarely form a corotating
pattern lasting more than one solar rotation.
4.1. STREAM-STREAM INTERACTIONS AT< 1 AU
This summary of the Helios results relevant to the dynamics of CIRs is essen-
tially based on the selected publications referenced in this section, in particular
on Schwenn (1990) and the two volumes of the expanded results of Helios in the
context of interplanetary physics (Schwenn and Marsch, 1990).
The Helios observations confirmed the stream structure of the solar wind to
heliocentric distances down to 0.29 AU, as well as the association of high-speed
streams with the equatorial extensions of coronal holes (Schwennet al., 1978;
Burlagaet al., 1978). A representative period of observations of the solar wind and
the magnetic field observed by Helios 2 near solar minimum is shown in Fig. 13,
covering a passage from aphelion at 1 AU to just past perihelion at 0.29 AU. In the
bottom panel of Fig. 13, the ecliptic (azimuthal) angle of the magnetic field shows
clearly the sector structure during this interval. The magnitude of the magnetic field
increases, as expected, and shows a sequence of compressive features close to the
sector boundaries and simultaneously with the density enhancements in the solar
wind. In the upper three panels, the solar wind speed, density and proton temper-
ature show a characteristic sequence of fast streams, separated by short passages
through regions of slower and denser streams. A plot of the heliocentric distance
of the observations is superimposed in the top panel of Fig. 13.
The solar/coronal context of the observations is illustrated in Fig. 14 by the
coronal field map obtained from the photospheric magnetic field measurements,
using the potential field, source surface model of Hoeksemat l. (1982). The
period covered in Fig. 14 follows the period of the observations shown in Fig. 13;
note that this is the first complete solar rotation for which such a coronal field map
is available. But, given the stability of coronal structures near solar minimum in
general, and the solar rotations following the one illustrated in Fig. 14, we can
use it at least for qualitative comparison with the Helios solar wind and magnetic
field observations shown in Fig. 13. There is a good match between the coronal
magnetic field pattern and the solar wind observations in the preceding months.
During this period of observations, Helios 2 “skimmed” the heliomagnetic equa-
tor, as represented by the coronal magnetic neutral line which is barely inclined,
albeit with small amplitude folds due to a small contribution to coronal fields
by quadrupole terms in the potential field expansion. During these observations,
Helios 2 remained at a southern heliolatitude between 5 and 7, except near peri-









































































Figure 13.Helios 2 observations of the solar wind and the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) during
the first orbit from aphelion to perihelion in January to May 1976, showing the stream structure of
the solar wind and the sector structure of the IMF. These observations, made in the ecliptic plane, are
very characteristic of solar minimum when the sources of high-speed streams are close, in both hemi-
spheres, to the solar equatorial plane. Note in particular the multiple encounters with slow streams
in the negative magnetic sectors (indicated by the vertical dashed lines), due to the “skimming” of
the Heliospheric Current Sheet by the orbit of Helios. (Solar wind data courtesy of R. Schwenn,
Max-Planck-Insitut für Aeronomie, Lindau, magnetic field data courtesy of F. Neubauer, Universität
zu Köln.)
helion (near the end of the period shown in Fig. 13) when its heliolatitude changed
rapidly to a few degrees north of the solar equator. The relatively clear sector struc-
ture in Fig. 13 indicates the sharp boundary, at least on the large scale, between
magnetic fields originating in the northern and southern hemispheres. However,
the “skimming” effect is clearly seen in the solar wind parameters, as well as in the
occasional, short duration magnetic polarity switches.
A notable feature of the observations is that in the negative sectors there are
multiple peaks in the solar wind velocity, while the positive sectors contain only a
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Figure 14.Potential field, source surface model of coronal magnetic fields calculated from photo-
spheric measurements for May-June 1976, illustrating the reduced latitudinal extent of the likely
location of the streamer belt (and of the source region of the slow solar wind) and the near-zero
inclination of the magnetic neutral line to the solar equator. The folds represent the small contribution
made by the higher order poles to the global coronal fields. This configuration, representative of solar
minimum, is in agreement with the stream structure of the solar wind as measured by Helios 2, shown
in Fig. 13, and with structure presented in Fig. 1. This is the first such coronal field map available for a
complete solar rotation (courtesy of J. T. Hoeksema, Wilcox Solar Observatory, Stanford University).
single velocity peak (“mesa-like” at perihelion). This feature is well explained by
reference to the coronal magnetic field map in Fig. 14. The heliomagnetic equator
has a broad excursion to the south at around Carrington longitudes 270 to 330;
this leads to a positive magnetic sector and full immersion into the high-speed
wind originating from the northern coronal hole. However, between Carrington
longitudes 0 and 180, there are two folds in the neutral sheet, both with small
amplitude excursions to the north. While Helios 2 remains, on average, in the neg-
ative magnetic sector in this longitude range, it nevertheless repeatedly encounters
at least the edges of slow streams (lying mostly southward of Helios 2), due to the
proximity of the neutral line.
Similar observations have been presented by Burlagaet l. (1978) who exam-
ined in detail the stream structure in the early part of the Helios 1 mission, from
launch in December 1974 to May 1995, beyond the first perihelion passage. Their
observations showed a similar pattern of stream recurrence as shown in Fig. 13;
in particular, one of the recurrent streams they examined showed a multi-peaked
structure which they called a “compound” stream and associated it with an evolving
pattern of coronal holes. While streams were found to recur from one solar rotation
to the next, implying a stability in heliolongitude of the overall coronal pattern, the
details of the solar wind (and magnetic field) observations in successive rotations
were found to vary in response to changes in the boundary configuration of coronal
holes.
In more general terms, at small heliospheric distances, less than 0.5 AU, the
leading edges of many, but not all high-speed solar wind streams were found to be
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Figure 15.A statistical survey of the longitudinal speed gradients at the leading edges of fast solar
wind streams, as a function of heliocentric distance, observed by Helios (adapted from Schwenn,
1990).
significantly steeper than at 1 AU. In addition, in many cases, high-speed streams
had a “flat top” or “mesa-like” velocity profile, indicating a relatively constant,
unevolved speed covering a range of tens of degrees in longitude, matching the
width of the coronal hole source region. Compressive effects between streams were
observed already at these distances, but were apparently limited by the still close to
radially oriented Parker spiral direction. It was found, however, that beyond 0.5 AU,
the compression between the streams became increasingly effective in shaping the
profile of the solar wind parameters, due to the gradually increasing inclination of
the Parker spiral with respect to the radial direction.
As noted in the above example of observations by Helios 2, solar minimum
conditions have provided the opportunity to study the longitudinal dependence
of the stream structure and the evolution of the resulting interaction regions very
close to the heliomagnetic equator. A statistical evaluation of the solar wind speed
gradients at the leading edges of fast streams, as a function of heliocentric distance,
is shown in Fig. 15 (adapted from Schwenn, 1990). The gradients, evaluated with
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respect to heliolongitude, are large at 0.3 AU (about 100 km s 1deg 1, on average),
corresponding to a rise from the slow stream to the fast stream in only about
3 in heliolongitude. A specific high-speed stream observed by Helios 1 around
perihelion and described by Burlagaet al. (1978) showed a very sharp leading
edge, corresponding to a speed increase from 345 km/s to 625 km/s over 2.1 (a
gradient in heliolongitude greater than 130 km s 1deg 1). Such relatively sharp
longitudinal boundaries between the sources of slow and fast streams in the corona
imply a clear distinction and a large velocity shear between fast and slow solar wind
streams which are indeed observed. However, as discussed below, these gradients
still allow considerable complexity (even a temporal dependence on short time
scales) in the coronal structures which separate the solar wind source regions.
The orbit of Helios also allowed the study of the latitudinal boundaries of fast
solar wind regions. As the region of origin of the slow wind surrounding the helio-
magnetic equator (i.e. the coronal imprint of the HCS) contained near-equatorial
folds (as illustrated in Fig. 14) the trajectory of the spacecraft crossed the latitudinal
boundaries of coronal holes repeatedly. This study (see Schwenn, 1990) showed
that these boundaries were quite sharp; the transition from slow- to high-speed
solar wind occurred usually within a very few degrees in heliomagnetic latitude.
A more extensive study of the dependence of the solar wind speed on helio-
magnetic latitude was carried out by Brunoet al. (1986), using data from the two
Helios spacecraft and also from IMP 8 at 1 AU. The summary of their results is
shown in Fig. 16 for 1976 and 1977. The speed gradient between the slow and fast
solar wind streams is greater during the year of solar minimum (in 1976) than in
the following year; the distinction between regions of slow and fast streams is quite
obvious in both years. These statistical results in fact underestimate the latitudinal
gradient; this is due partly the selection procedures adopted in the study and partly
to the averaging used (this point was discussed in more detail by Schwenn, 1990).
The speed gradients observed as a function of heliolatitude between actual streams
are in fact generally significantly steeper than the statistically derived ones.
From about 0.5 AU, there is little change, on average, in the steepness of the ve-
locity gradients. Nevertheless, on a number of occasions when the radial alignment
of the two Helios spacecraft allowed the direct identification and comparison of
high speed stream leading edges, there was evidence of renewed steepening with
increasing heliocentric distance, due to increasing compression between the slow
and the fast stream. This leads, at greater heliocentric distances, to the formation of
shock pairs delimiting the CIRs. CIR-associated shocks are relatively rare at 1 AU
(Goslinget al., 1972); their occurrence was found to be even more infrequent along
the Helios orbit. Despite the near-ideal conditions in which the very large number
of CIRs were observed by Helios in the heliocentric range from 0.29 AU, only up
to 11 forward shocks and even fewer reverse shocks could be attributed to stream-
stream interaction (Schwenn, 1990). The shocks that were observed occured at
distances greater than 0.6 AU, in fact most of them only close to perihelion at 1 AU
(Richteret al., 1985).
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Figure 16.Solar wind velocities measured by Helios 1 and 2 and IMP 8 as a function of angular dis-
tance from the heliomagnetic equator, determined from the Maximum Brightness Contour measured
by the HAO K-coronameter (based on Brunoet al., 1986, but see discussion in Schwenn, 1990).
Figure 15 also shows explicitly the radial dependence of the steepness of those
high-speed streams which either had a clear stream interface (defined as an abrupt
increase in temperature and a decrease in solar wind density), or clearly had no
such interface in the solar wind data. At 0.3 AU, this subset represented about
a quarter of all observations of interacting streams, in contrast to 1 AU where
half of the stream interfaces were clearly present or absent. By implication, nei-
ther the presence nor the absence of a slow-fast interface could be ascertained in
75% of the stream-stream interaction regions at 0.3 AU. We note that the presence
of a detectable stream-stream interface was associated with significantly larger
velocity gradients than the average in the observations at 0.3 and 0.4 AU. At dis-
tances greater than 0.5 AU, interaction regions with clearly identified interfaces had
velocity gradients close to the average of all events.
The absence of a clear (abrupt) stream interface in the majority of CIRs ob-
served by Helios, even close to the Sun, needs to be explained. This may have
several reasons: SIs do not always need to have the same profile or steepness.
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As mentioned above, only beyond 0.5 AU, the compression between the streams
becomes increasingly effective in shaping the profile of the solar wind parameters.
Also, the diagnostic tools of solar wind composition data (see Sect. 3) were not
available at Helios. The generally expected tangential discontinuities (TD) at the
SIs, separating solar wind plasma of different origins, are either difficult to identify
or, more generally, are hidden effectively by the small scale structure within the
CIRs. Flow deflections appear relatively small at small heliocentric distances and
do not provide an unambiguous signature in general. It is likely, as pointed out
by Schwenn (1990), that the transitions between regions of slow and fast wind
streams in the corona can be quite complex (and not time stationary either), so
that their signatures even close to the Sun can present a range of signatures on
the small scale. This effect may be exaggerated by the “skimming” nature of the
Helios orbit, so that the spacecraft may cut through the transition region at a highly
oblique angle. The “high” longitudinal velocity gradients remain compatible with
a relatively slow and complex transition implied on the small scale (of several
degrees in longitude) between the coronal hole and the source region of the slow
streams. The Helios observations clearly imply that, even close to the Sun, inter-
faces between slow and fast solar wind streams are usually complex; this result
indicates that the identification of SIs further out from the Sun is not made difficult
simply by interplanetary dynamic effects, but is likely to be the consequence of the
nature of coronal structures themselves.
4.2. PARTICLE EFFECTSASSOCIATED WITH CIRS AT  1 AU
Both low energy (few MeV) and high energy (cosmic ray) particle populations
at 1 AU during solar minimum are predominantly ordered by CIRs and the re-
lated corotating high-speed streams. Sect. 11.6 of Kunowet al. (1991) provides a
comprehensive summary of CIR-related particle observations at 0.3–1.0 AU from
the Helios 1 and 2 spacecraft. Several aspects of these observations are illustrated
in Fig. 17 which shows Helios 2 magnetic field, solar wind plasma, and ener-
getic particle observations during a more than two-solar-rotation period in 1976
(part of the interval illustrated in Fig. 13) when the spacecraft moved from 1 AU
to 0.65 AU. The magnetic field azimuth angle (φ) and solar wind speed (VSW)
data show that a recurrent two-sector structure and several corotating high-speed
streams were present during this period. Low-energy particle enhancements (in-
dicated by the 3.4–5.4 MeV proton intensity from the Goddard experiment) were
associated with the corotating high-speed stream with outward (φHSE 135) mag-
netic field. In these and other similar particle enhancements, Kunowet al. (1977)
and Van Hollebekeet al. (1978), observed positive radial MeV particle intensity
gradients between the Helios spacecraft, IMP 7 and 8 at 1 AU, and Pioneer 11
at 3.8 AU. The gradients were steeper ( 400%/AU) at<1 AU than at 1–4 AU
( 100%/AU). In addition, the particle spectra were shown to be independent of
heliocentric distance between 0.3 and several AU. The observations suggested that
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Figure 17.Helios 2 magnetic field, solar wind and energetic particle observations during a 2 solar
rotation period when the spacecraft moved from 1.0 to 0.65 AU.
these particles were accelerated at the CIR reverse shock at several AU and subse-
quently streamed sunward within the high speed stream. Kunowet al. (1977) also
noted the presence of “precursor” ions, extending1–2 days ahead of the leading
edge of some streams (e.g., on days 46–47 in Fig. 17), which had negative radial
gradients between Helios 2 and IMPs 7 and 8, suggesting a different origin for
these particles. The remaining high-speed streams in Fig. 17 were not associated
with significant MeV particle enhancements. The reason for the absence of particle
events in some streams, and their presence in others, requires further examination.
Possible causes include differences in the stream structure and evolution, the inter-
action of streams in the outer heliosphere (which may influence the strength of the
CIR shocks), and the disruption of long-lived streams by transient events (Kunow
et al., 1991).
The bottom panel shows recurrent galactic cosmic ray (GCR) density modula-
tions, as measured by the counting rate (15-minute averages) of the anti-coincidence
guard of the University of Kiel experiment, which responds to>60 MeV particles.
Previous studies using daily-averaged neutron monitor data at Earth have associ-
ated the onset of recurrent modulations with various structures, including stream
leading edges, magnetic sector boundaries, magnetic field enhancements, and SIs
(see references in Richardsonet al., 1996). Using high-time resolution guard data,
Richardsonet al. (1996) concluded that recurrent modulations at1 AU typically
commence at the leading edge of the high-speed stream, or at the enhancement
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in field turbulence in the CIR (which often occurs at the stream leading edge).
The cosmic ray density also tends to be anti-correlated with the solar wind speed,
as is evident in Fig. 17, suggesting that increased cosmic ray convection plays a
major role in the production of recurrent cosmic ray depressions, with the enhanced
turbulence following the interface also contributing.
The amplitude of recurrent cosmic ray modulations in the inner heliosphere at
solar minimum also exhibits a dependence on the 22-year global solar magnetic
field polarity (A) cycle (A>0 if the magnetic field points outward in the northern
hemisphere), at least in the current and previous four solar minima (Richardson
et al., 1999). Observations from spacecraft and neutron monitors show that recur-
rent observations are50% larger inA>0 epochs. The reason for this epoch-
dependence is unclear. The high-speed streams and CIRs do not appear to be
necessarily stronger inA>0 epochs – note, for example, the strong GCR mod-
ulations in the current solar minimum associated with modest streams (Heberet
al., 1997; Richardsonet al., 1999). The change in the GCR spectrum in alter-
nate epochs is also not responsible since the amplitude dependence is observed in
data covering a wide range of energies ( 100 MeV– 13 GeV). AnA-dependence
might be expected if CIRs introduce enhanced particle scattering at low latitudes
(e.g., Kóta and Jokipii, 1991). However, stronger modulations would then be ex-
pected when cosmic rays enter the heliosphere along the equatorial regions (i.e.,
in A<0 epochs) than when they enter over the poles (A>0) (e.g., Fig. 3 of McK-
ibben, Jokipiiet al., 1999, this volume). This is the opposite dependence to that
which is actually observed. If effects due to local diffusion are predominant, then
noA-dependence would be expected. In this case, another possibility is that particle
transport parameters have a solar-field-dependence (e.g., Chen and Bieber, 1993)
such as to enhance the effect of cosmic ray convection inA>0 epochs. A further
complication is that the stream configuration also may play a role since large re-




Significant progress has been made in recent years in understanding the coronal
origin of CIRs. This progress has been achieved by a firm characterisation of the
fast solar wind and by the recognition that the slow solar wind is a complex mix of
material emerging near the boundaries of coronal holes, as well as, in a manner yet
to be clarified, in the form of transient “blobs” (Wanget al., 1997) and CMEs.
The task of the Working Group was (a) to take stock of the progress made in
understanding the large scale structure of the corona in epochs characterised by
the presence of large and stable coronal holes, (b) to examine in detail the nature
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and characteristics of the SIs, and (c) to identify the questions which arise and can
lead to a clarification of the origin of the slow solar wind.
  The coronal origin of CIRs.CIRs arise as a consequence of (a) solar wind
streams of significantly different speeds emitted at the same solar latitude at
adjacent longitudes, (b) the relative stability, over several solar rotations, of
the coronal source regions, and (c) solar rotation, which brings solar wind
streams of different speeds behind one another in the radial direction, and
hence on a collision course. These three conditions are best fulfilled in the
declining and minimum phases of the solar activity cycle, when fast streams,
originating from relatively stable coronal holes, are emitted at low helio-
latitudes where the slow solar wind streams also have their origin, above
the near-equatorial streamer belt. The characteristics of the fast solar wind
streams associated with large coronal holes have been well documented and
are well understood, based on the long-term observations at 1 AU, and on
observations in the inner heliosphere with the Helios spacecraft and in three
dimensions by the Ulysses mission. The slow solar wind which emerges in
the proximity of the streamer belt, with its highly variable characteristics, is
much less understood. The natural variability apparent in CIR observations
is the result of the spatial variability of coronal magnetic structures and their
evolution on all time scales.
  Modelling coronal magnetic and plasma structures.Tracking the evolution of
coronal structure in general, and of coronal holes in particular, has progressed
significantly. Several complementary techniques are in use which are able,
quite successfully, to extrapolate from photospheric observations of magnetic
fields to predict open field regions in the upper corona, and to match these
to space- and ground-based observations of coronal holes. These have been
reviewed in Sect. 2 of this chapter. The increasing sophistication of coronal
models is likely to lead to a better understanding of the source regions in
the corona, in particular to the all-important boundary regions between open
and closed magnetic field lines. It is not clear, however, to what extent the
temporal dependences which are important both for the transition between
open and closed field regions and the underlying dynamics of the streamers
can be modelled in sufficient spatial and temporal detail at present.
  Interplanetary dynamics in the inner heliosphere.Helios observations in the
inner heliosphere indicate a very good match of the stream structure to the
coronal sources of high and low speed winds. There is evidence that the
interaction between slow and fast solar wind streams depends on heliocentric
distance as a function of the Parker spiral angle, in that the transitions between
slow and high velocities are, on average, steeper at 0.3 AU than at 0.5 AU and
beyond. There is also evidence for renewed steepening at greater distances,
as compressive effects become more apparent. It would seem that SIs are at
least as difficult to identify close to the Sun as at 1 AU. This reinforces the
view expressed above that the critical question for SIs is the complexity (and
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temporal, spatial variability) of the boundary between the coronal sources of
high and low speed solar wind streams, rather than the dynamic effects due to
the stream interaction process. While there was evidence in the Helios data for
the occasional formation of corotating shocks at distances just inside 1 AU,
such cases remain very rare, indicating that shock formation as a result of
stream-stream interactions is a phenomenon belonging to distances greater
than 1 AU (Goslinget al., 1972).
  Compositional signatures at SIs.Measurements of the elemental and charge
state composition of the solar wind have contributed significantly to the dis-
tinction between different types of solar wind streams. Compositional signa-
tures are, at present, the best indicators of coronal origin in the solar wind
plasma, and can be used in principle to detect and define the interfaces be-
tween different solar wind types. Given the complexity of the coronal bound-
aries between slow and fast wind, and the interplanetary dynamic effects
which shape the SIs, the use of the diagnostic power of composition measure-
ments has been used successfully in many cases to resolve the stream structure
on scales which determine the SIs. The complexity of interfaces arises not
only from the spatial complexity of the coronal structures between open and
closed magnetic field lines, but also as a result of their temporal evolution and
dynamics, resulting in apparently transient components in the slow solar wind
which shape the initial conditions of the stream-stream interaction process.
A further source of complexity is that coronal plasma emitted as slow solar
wind clearly emerges from flux tubes of different composition and tempera-
tures. Further studies of compositional signatures in the solar wind and their
association with coronal processes which determine the characteristics of the
emitted solar wind are needed and are likely to lead to a better understanding
of interplanetary stream-stream interaction phenomena.
While CIRs are the results of interactions between slow and fast solar wind
streams, their formation and evolution is a strong function of coronal morphology
and the temporal characteristics of the source regions as well as of the transition
region between closed and open magnetic field lines. The most important questions
which are highlighted by a study of the solar origin of CIRs are related to the
origin(s) of slow solar wind streams and to the details of coronal dynamics at the
boundaries of coronal holes. Only a better understanding of the slow speed solar
wind phenomenon can lead to new insights into the formation and initial dynamic
development of CIRs.
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